Impressions in Dental Implants: A Review
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Replacing missing tooth with dental implants is the alternative success treatment in present days. There are many options and varieties of materials present for implant treatment. For the success of the dental implants impression making is also an important factor. Errors in impression making impression making mainly leads to improper placement of the prosthesis and leads to implant failure so selection technique of impression for that particular clinical situation is always important for dental implant success. The main aim of this review article is how to select an impression technique for particular clinical situation.
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**Abstract**

Replacement of missing tooth with dental implants is the alternative success treatment in present days. There are many options and varieties of materials present for implant treatment. For the success of the dental implants impression making is also an important factor. Errors in impression making impression making mainly leads to improper placement of the prosthesis and leads to implant failure so selection technique of impression for that particular clinical situation is always important for dental implant success. The main aim of this review article is how to select an impression technique for particular clinical situation.
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**INTRODUCTION**

The use of dental implants to replace the natural tooth has become a common practice in the contemporary restorative and surgical dentistry. In modern dentistry dental implant play most vital role in the replacement of missing teeth. Implants provide excellent support for fixed as well as removable prosthesis, which increases function, compared with conventional complete and partial denture prosthesis and restores esthetics of the patients. Prosthodontic rehabilitation with osseointegrated implant turned out to be the therapeutic solution of choice for treating partially or completely edentulous arches. Implant impression is one of the most important steps in achieving passive fit by accurately relating an analogue of the implant or implant abutment to the other structures in the dental arch. Further the accuracy of impression is affected by the selection of impression tray, impression technique and type of impression material, number and angulation of implant [1-3].

**IMPLANT COMPONENTS**

The success, function and aesthetics of an implant restoration are dependent on the proper treatment planning and through knowledge of components and instrumentation commonly used components are drivers, healing abutments, lab analogues, screws and impression coping's.

**Drivers**

Drivers are designed to carry different types of components of implant to the mouth for easier placement and removal. The driver head design can be square, hexagonal and abutment driver and contra-angle torque driver.

**Healing abutments**

Based on clinical situation healing abutments available in various lengths and diameters.

**Laboratory analogues**

Laboratory analogues are metal replicas that duplicate the implant head or abutment connected to the implant which are used in laboratory to construct working model.

**Impression copings**

Impression copings have been used in making final impressions when soft tissue matures completely around the healing abutment. These copings have the same flare as the healing abutments and should fully support the soft tissue around the head of the implant. They are various types of copings available which are selected based on the impression techniques. In transfer type the coping is retained in the mouth when set impression is removed. In pick up type the coping gets incorporated in the impression and it is removed from the mouth with the set impression.
Abutments
Abutments are components that substitute for missing coronal structure that attach directly to the head of the implant and extend through the gingival into the oral cavity.

Considerations for abutment selection
Position and angulation of the implant, height and thickness of the surrounding soft tissue, the interocclusal space and the type of restoration to be placed, the height of the lip line, the occlusal scheme and position of the tooth in the arch.

The abutment types
Standard abutment, angulated abutments, UCLA abutment (preparable abutments), provisional abutments, titanium abutments, ceramic abutments, prefabricated conical abutments and custom machined abutment [5].

Factors determining the accuracy of impressions
1. Number of implants: Impression making of multiple implants are complicated than single implant. The positional errors in restorative stage are less likely to affect the passive fit in single implant. Daoydi MF et al found that a positional error in the restorative stage is unlikely to affect the passive fit with the implant. But rotational or dimensional discrepancy in the impression is likely to affect the appearance, contact points and occlusal requirements.

2. Position of implants: The amount of distortion is limited in parallel abutments. In case of non-parallel abutments, the direct transfer method provides the accurate working cast when compared to the indirect method [6, 7].

3. Impression material: The appropriate selection of impression material and tray bring the accuracy of the cast. The choice of material varies according to the complexity of work, impression technique, tray, implant system and prosthetic components to be used. Elastomeric impression material seems to be logical, since they prevent impression displacement due to the rigidity. They are stable in diameters, resistant in deformation, have low strain when under pressure, and they also have high initial shear strength. The unpleasant smell and polymerization reactions of poly sulfide make it difficult to use. Condensation silicones are dimensionally less stable. Mostly poly ether and addition cured silicones are used. The amount of expansion of polyether makes the transfer loose and mobile in impression. Therefore not suitable for techniques using impression transfer. Polyether and addition silicone are preferred in presence of undercuts and multiple implants [6].

4. Type of Impression Tray: Selection of a tray is an effective factor on accuracy of impression. Impression trays can be either custom made or stock trays. Generally custom made trays are preferred since it permits a uniform thickness of impression material. It has been determined that applying special hard trays is better than polycarbonate trays because rigid stainless steel trays limit the distortion of the impression [7, 8].

5. Design of the coping: Shortened length connection screw eases the removal of the coping from the implant in open tray technique. Roberto Sorrentino et al stated that shortened connection length compensated the higher removal stress in angulated implants. The coping length extended inside the impression material plays an important role in retention and resistance against displacement. New modifications like acrylic resin transfer caps, gold machined castable abutments have been introduced to improve the accuracy of impression.

6. Splinting transfer coping: Inaccuracies in the impression during clinical and lab phase may occur due to the movement of the copings in multiple implants. To obtain maximum accuracy, splinting of transfer copings plays an important role in case of multiple implants.

7. Surface treatment of coping: To enhance the accuracy, the coping can be treated with air-borne particle abrasion and impression adhesive [10, 11].

Classification of the implant impressions [12]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conventional</th>
<th>Digital</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. At the time of surgical placement of the fixture (bone indexing)</td>
<td>2. After the fixture placement, based on level of impression, chair side production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tray method</td>
<td>Implant level (based on coping), abutment level, laboratory production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jig method</td>
<td>a. Pick up type, b. transfer type, c. snap fit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Implant Indexing: [11, 12]

Implant Indexing is a method in which impression is made at the time of surgical placement. This allows for the preparation of an abutment and provisional crown placement for one-stage procedure or the provisional crown is inserted instead of healing abutment at the time of exposure in two-stage implant procedure. It is of two types: tray technique and jig technique.

Tray technique: Pick-up coping used in this technique recommended minimizing the amount of force loaded onto the newly placed implant using a traditional tray.

Jig technique: Prior to surgery a jig is fabricated to avoid using the impression material while the surgical flap is opened. An acrylic splint including 3-4 adjacent teeth should be fabricated on a diagnostic cast. Space is created in the jig for the future impression coping. After surgical implant placement of impression fixture, place the pick-up coping. A cold sterilized jig is positioned in the mouth. Relate the coping to the jig using liquid acrylic or Triad gel. Make sure that the coping screw rotates freely and the undercut is not blocked. The acrylic or gel can be cured now. Release the coping screw and free the splint with the abutment in it. Release space in the stone cast to accommodate the implant analog. Position the jig and attached analog. Pour the stone and remove the jig once the stone is set. The implant is indexed onto the model.

After the fixture placement [13, 14]

A. Pick up impression / open tray/direct method: Open tray technique is better than closed tray technique, especially in case of larger number of implants and in edentulous patients. The open-tray impression technique exhibited higher accuracy in comparison to closed-tray technique with TC and TC-Cap. The open tray technique reduces the effect of implant angulation, deforming the impression material upon recovery from mouth, and removes the concern of replacing the copings into the impression. Open-tray metal splinted impression coping was significantly superior and was quite more precise. The technique can be further subdivided into splinted and non-splinted techniques. The splinting procedure is recommended in case of multiple implants to decrease the amount of distortion and to improve impression accuracy and implant stability. Splinting of the transfer copings prevents rotational movement of impression copings in the impression material during analog fastening, which provides better results than not splinting. Accuracy of a splinted impression technique depends upon its resistance to deformation under the forces of impression material; hence the use of rigid splint material is essential for accurate master cast

B. Transfer Type / Close Tray Technique/Indirect method: In this technique the impression copings remain in the mouth on the removal of the set impressions. After the removal of the impression, the impression copings are transferred to the impressions and then the cast is poured. It is mainly indicated in case of restricted mouth opening, limited access areas (posterior) and severe gagging patients, the closed tray impression technique are better choice.

C. Snap-fit (press fit) plastic impression coping: This technique does not require an open tray, but instead uses a closed tray. The press-fit impression coping is connected to the implant by pressing instead of screwing and the plastic impression copings are picked up in the impression.

Advantages

1. Helps to overcome the movement of impression coping inside the impression material
2. Time saving
3. Used in both the open and closed tray implant impression techniques
4. More comfortable for both the clinician and the patient

The snap-fit technique may be a reliable impression making technique but regarding accuracy of this technique none of the study is available for investigation.

Abutment Level Impression

If there is a requirement to replace old implant supported crown, abutment level impression is indicated just like crown and bridge cases. Abutment-level impression with open tray technique is more accurate Employing conventional crown and bridge impression techniques for accurate implant abutment level impressions may be required when further modifications need to be applied to prefabricated or customized implant abutments. It has been reported that the accuracy of the implant-abutment level impression is higher when the pick-up technique is used as opposed to conventional crown and bridge impression technique; the fixture-level method was not superior to the abutment-level technique in terms of angular accuracy and most of the linear errors. The abutment-level method showed a better linear accuracy in the case of highly diverged posterior implants. Increasing the angle of implants’ divergence from 40° to 60° might not usually lead to a significant increase in the errors, especially when using abutment-level impressions. Implant splinting technique is to stabilize the impression copings during the subsequent clinical and laboratory impression transfer procedures and to minimize 3-D spatial relationship changes. The shim splinting technique introduced in the present technique report offers an alternative to previously reported approaches such as the block/ splinting approach. Moreover, the shim splinting technique has several
advantages such as a simpler laboratory fabrication process, less patient chair time, and the need for fewer implant components. The most commonly used transfer techniques for implant supported prostheses with multiple abutments are indirect, direct, and direct splinting. Some authors have noted that the impression made by the direct transfer technique for implants with splinting is more accurate than that of other techniques. Chemically activated acrylic resin is frequently used to fabricate intraoral splinting to join impression copings during the open-tray implant impression technique. However, some splinting methods can be used, each with advantages and disadvantages. The technique that uses dental floss as a framework for chemically activated acrylic resin is used thoroughly and demands longer clinical time for application. Other splinting forms are prefabricated bars and metal sticks, which use a smaller amount of acrylic resin. However, digital dentistry has introduced new methods in which conventional impression techniques are substituted with intra-oral scanners.

Digital dental implant impressions [15-17]
More recently, one of the major developments in implant prosthodontics has been the adoption of engineering principles in the form of computer-aided design and computer aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM) to construct implant prosthesis. This technology utilizes 3-D intraoral scanners which has revolutionizing the way we take impressions. The digital implant impression technique has proven its possibilities as an effective alternative for the analogue impression-taking technique.

The three main components required for the CAD/CAM are the
1. The digital scanner to which transforms the geometry into the digital data which can be processed by the computer
2. Software that processes the data
3. A production technology that transforms the data set into the desired product
4. There are three different concepts in CAD/CAM production in dentistry.

1. Chair Side production
All the components are available at the chair side and thus dental restoration fabrication takes place without a laboratory procedure. The intra oral digital scanner registers the clinical situation and offers the patient indirectly fabricated restoration in a single visit. Cerec system (Sirona) offers this facility. Variety of materials can be processed from glass-ceramic to high performance oxide ceramic, since Cerec system functions with water cooling.

2. Laboratory production
The first step is similar to the traditional FPD impression. The dentist sends the impression to the laboratory and the master cast is scanned to obtain the 3-dimensional data. The CAD process data will be sent to a special milling devices and that produces the real geometry in the dental laboratory.

3. Centralized production
In this, the prosthesis is fabricated in a milling centre. The satellite scanner in the laboratory is connected with a production centre via the internet. Data collected in the laboratory are sent to the production centre for the fabrication of prosthesis with a CAD/CAM device. The benefit of this system is only small investment needed for the CAD system and high quality production obtained from the centre.

Benefits of the digital impression for implant rehabilitation
1. Eliminates tray selection
2. Eliminates dispensing and setting of impression material
3. Disinfection and shipping of impression to the laboratory not required
4. Patient comfort and education
5. Virtual assessment for implant prosthetic space, depth of restorative interface, emergence profile configuration before proceeding with lab steps.
6. Digital scanning data base can be stored in computer hard drives which are not subjected to physical damage.
7. More efficient, more predictable
8. Allows additional re-scans without repeating entirely the impression technique and save chair time for patients.
9. Other application of CAD/CAM is to produce implant abutments and frame work from metal or ceramic materials.
10. Digital impression allows for day-of-surgery impressions and indexing for creating custom abutments to place the final restoration earlier in the healing period after implant integration.

CONCLUSION
A good impression is the key for success of the prosthetic treatments for proper transfer of the treatment plant to the final result a good impression will be the key factor. For making a good impression through knowledge about the components, materials and treatment plant should be present. For a good impression selection of the impression technique also important for that particular clinical situation.
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